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Purpose:
How can Human Resource (HR) managers and executives at the Reynolds Metals
Company simply and effectively conduct a self-development program? As business needs
· and objectives have changed within the organization, so have the roles of specific job
models. Competencies that are needed to fulfill these roles include leadership,
empowerment, analytical thinking, innovation, strategic thinking, and the ability to
implement plans with "bottom line impact". The purpose of this project is to create a
development tool complete with information that will satisfy the needs of individual
employees who seek to engage in the self-study process.
Participants will be able to concurrently study and practice leadership and other job
related skills. It is intended that these HR efforts will serve as a model for other
departments in the organization. In the future, the completed developmental model will
also serve as an important tool for hiring purposes and for determining profitability.

Background:
Total Quality (TQ), a style of business management that began during World War
II, is a trend in many corporate environments of today. It is a "management system as
well as a leadership philosophy. If any single idea is central to TQ, it is that of continuous
process improvement. Its perspective asserts that the greatest opportunity for
improvement within organizations-some estimate as much as eighty five percent-involves
working on the system (i.e., on its processes) rather than in the system (i.e., on the
workers) (Hughs et al, 464)." The Reynolds Metals Company adopted the Total Quality
Management (TQM) process in 1992. At the same time, the Human Resources
department began to reexamine its role within the organization.

The function of Human Resources is to "provide consultative and specialist
expertise in leading the company to achieve organizational excellence in the conduct of its
Human Resources activities (Corley)." The department manages and leads change efforts
within the company, manages administrative day-to-day activities, and provides such
"specialist" assistance as helping employees assemble individual compensation programs.
Although Human Resources professionals are not responsible for front-line HR activities
such as training and education, they do ensure that "managers and trainers have the
resources behind them to run a quality organization. For example, the HR Training
Department provides consultative services for departments in the trainee network in how
to actually do the training (Corley)."
In 1993 an outside consulting firm began working with RMC on a gradual process
of identifying the new role of the Human Resources Department. A year later, the
consultants returned to the Reynolds Metals Company. They collaborated with a team of
Human Resources Management personnel to develop a straw model of the core
competencies which accompany these new roles. The result was the recommendation of a
developmental assessment process which was introduced to the key HR personnel in
January of 1996.
The core competencies reflect the TQ ideal of process improvement "at all
organizational levels to data collection, problem solving, and decision making" (Hughs et
al, 464). The goal of the HR Management is to "push problem solving down to the lowest
possible level" (Corley). Leadership, empowerment, worker participation, and analytical
thinking is now the expectation for all employees. Thus, the role of The HR Department,
itself has moved away from a problem-solving and administrative emphasis to one of

leadership, coaching and strategic thinking. These types of performance management
behaviors are already expected of managers. Supervisors and applicable HR professionals
will also be responsible for coaching the formalized process of career-pathing. This
process looks to the evolution of jobs in a three to five year timeframe and has
implications in job selection (promoting and firing).
In 1993, the Human Resources Department at Reynolds Metals began an "active
process for implementing its vision to deliver greater value to the business" as the
company grows and changes. "Implementing this role will require enhanced skills,
different behaviors, and a broader knowledge for all HR staff."
There has been a paradigm shift in the way in which companies view employees
and what is expected of them. Employees can no longer count on staying with the same
company for their entire careers. The employee must make it their responsibility to ensure
themselves a high employability factor. Eventually, those who are unmotivated, and those
who do not choose to self-develop, will be unemployable. A task force titled "People
First" was assembled to develop competencies for various HR job models. The models
were drafted from a straw model ·created by a consulting firm in Boston. These models
were preliminary steps which established a foundation from which to build for the future.
Five job models were identified as those which would be challenged to the task of
self-development. These include three generalist positions: HR/ IR (Industrial Relations)
Director, HR Manager and HR Representative; and two specialist positions: Corporate
Specialist and Specialist. Job models were created to identify the types of competencies
that would be relevant to each particular role.

The competencies are based on performance and knowledge, not personality traits.
They fall into three major groupings: Performance Behaviors, Business Know-How and
HR Technical Knowledge. Performance Behaviors include competencies such as
Leadership and Influence, Diagnostics and Analysis, Process / Structure and Planning,
Assurance of Standards, Administration and Service Support, and Problem Solving.
Competencies under Business Know - How are General Business Knowledge, General
Management Skills, and Industry Knowledge. Finally, HR Technical know-how
Competencies are Organizational Design and Effectiveness, HR Development, Education
and Training, Total Compensation, Employee Participation/ Employee Relations/ and
Communication and Safety and Health.
Next, job-specific KSA's (Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities) were cited under each
model, as well as the mastery level (1-5) to which that employee would be responsible for
owning in order to perform his / her job to completion. All fifteen competencies are
common to all five job models, but not all KSA's are shared by all job models.
A 3 60 degree assessment process will be used to identify the current competency
levels of the employees. The process will occur in 1996 at two conferences facilitated by
Human Resources Directors. This multi-rater system of evaluation benefits from a higher
validity rate because the employee is evaluated by their superiors, subordinates, peers,
clients, as well as by themselves. After the evaluation is completed, specific KSA's will be
cited as those which will need improvement. The individual will then be able to access the
database or hard copy which hold the specific resources which correlate to each KSA.
In September of 1996, the entire developmental assessment and the self-study tool
with accompanying resources will be presented to the organization as a whole. By year's

end, employees will begin the 360 evaluation and developmental process. RMC
professionals believe that their organization is ahead of the curve in introducing this type
of complex self development process. Providing the tools which help individuals know
how to change is a proactive approach to achieving greater quality in the workplace.
Process

Susan Corley is the Director of Industrial Relations and Technical Services at the
Reynolds Metals Company. She is also our contact at the site. We met with Susan twice
before beginning the project to establish goals and set an agenda. Susan had previously
developed a dated workplan for completing segments of the project throughout the
semester. This original calendar coincided perfectly with our semester's syllabus (See
Appendix I).
By February fifteenth, we were to "identify research resources (Workplan)." This
task included researching "societies, journals, professional organizations, RMC (Reynolds
Metals Company) knowledge owners, seminars, and current books and publications"
pertaining to the field of Human Resources. March twenty second was the date set to
"gather and catalog information.'' This information was to be "arranged in the agreed
upon format" by April fifteenth. Ten days later, we were scheduled to "present the
results to RMC sponsors." Atfus point,_neither one ofus had any insight into the topic
which we would be tackling.
The first stage in our process was to become acquainted with the fifteen
competencies and one hundred and twelve KSA's. We would need to be familiar with the
job models in order to be able to mentally link resources and criteria. Of course, with so
many KSA's, this first stage remained an ongoing process for the duration of the project.

This knowledge lead to a better understanding of the broad and encompassing range of the
Human Resources field.

It was essential that the sources which we included in the project represent quality
information for developing one's self on any number oflevels. We determined what types
of resources we would need to find and concentrated on a number ways to research and
document them (See Appendix II). Some possible search sources included the Internet,
seminars, benchmarking with other companies, on the job training, and loose leaf services.
Loose leaf services are research papers provided by organizations on topics recommended
by individuals or other organizations. Some materials such as recent magazines published
by professional organizations were provided by Susan Corley. They helped in becoming
familiar with the areas of HR Management.
At first, we had no idea how to document these sources. In order to gain an
understanding of where we were and where we going to go, we developed the
"Information Source" template (Please See Appendix III). The template is a standard for
how relevant and specific data would be presented. Each template sheet would include
basic information concerning the name, address and phone number of the resource, a brief
description concerning the type of opportunity this resource represented, and a possible
KSA or competency match. Initially, this process required the constant consultation of
Susan Corley. We wanted to be sure that we were recording the information in the way
that she had envisioned it. Her guidance during this stage was critical to the correct
presentation of resources in the final stage.
Other types of research sources that we gathered include societies and professional
organizations, journals, current books and publications, and information from Reynolds

Metals Company knowledge holders. These knowledge owners are considered experts
because they can provide essential information on resources and point us toward
additional sources.
Susan Corley provided us the names ofReynolds Metals "experts." We drafted a
fonn letter to each expert and included a listing of specific KSA's which pertained to their
area of expertise (Please See Appendix IV & V). These listings were obtained through
general knowledge of the KS A's and through a computer word and phrase searches. By
doing these searches we could pinpoint the exact KSAs which pertained to certain phrases
such as "analytical thinking," "compensation," and "communicates/communication."
We met with the knowledge holders and explained our research process and how their
input would help us. For example, Dana Allison, who works in the training and
development division, was able to show us the RMC resource library which led to the
discovery of multiple new sources in the field of training and education, as well as others.
While the internal sources were being tapped, we scanned the local Barnes and
Noble bookstore for current publications that would apply to the competency model.
Many books were found. Many more were found in Boatwright Library as well as a
plethora of journal and magazine articles. A new template was created to better document
new publications(See Appendix VI).
The next step was to gather together all of the amassed templates and began to
enter them into an Access database. This complex program will provide the opportunity
to link sources together in various formations. Each resource was entered twice in order
for the program to be able to cross reference the information. Although we had been
proposing possible Competency I KSA matches in forming the templates throughout the

research stage, this was the period of true analysis of resources. With a limited amount of
information about each resource, we needed to determine exactly which KSA's would be
relevant to the development tool. Our preliminary research about the competencies, as
well as our consultations with Susan, came into play at this stage. This background
knowledge made it possible to critically assess each source for specific relevance to the
project. This entire process took about one month to complete.
When all of the information was entered and processed, it was necessary to
determine which areas still needed further research or which types of resources would
need additional entries. It was impossible at this point to print out the configured data as
it would eventually look. Unfortunately, neither ofus, or Susan, are experts with the
Access program. The final step linking the specific sources to the KSAs would require
additional computer training for all of us. Thus, by sight and hand, we calculated which
KSA listings contained an adequate number of sources and which would need more.
To our surprise, there were actually KSAs without any sources linked to them.
After the endless entering of sources, we had not expected this result. Additionally, some
KSAs contained only one or two sources for development. Susan assured us that due to
the large number of KSAs, this was to be expected. Although some sources had been
used in multiple KSA files, it was not probable that many of the files would be filled as
adequately as we had envisioned. There were, however, some lists which did contain a
range of information. These have been displayed in the format in which they will appear in
the final printing.

Results:
The results of our project are displayed in order following this paper. After the
Appendices, there is a complete listing of the Competencies/KSAs which we worked with,
followed by examples of the development model. These examples are the final product of
our work. As stated earlier, we have assembled them by hand in order to give the reader
an idea of what the entire development tool will look like once it is configured by the
Access program. Sources for development included on the examples are books, seminars
professional organizations, and more. They are arranged from order of least expensive to
most expensive. These samples represent some of the KS As which were richest in sources
at the end of our research.
The "KSAs Linked to Sources" are contained in the next section. This table
became the master list for our completed work. We referred to this section when
compiling the examples of the development model. The abbreviations are the keys that
will link together the sources and the KSAs in the final printing. The abbreviations are
also found at the beginning of each entry in its specific source. The entries appear here in
the order in which they were entered into the program.
After this section, we have grouped the sources in alphabetical order of their
source type. Eighty books are listed. This is the source of development which contains
the greatest number of entries. There are two certification programs and four manuals.
During the course of our research, we were surprised to find that such a great number of
professional and research organizations exist to service human resources professionals.
Many of the ten professional and five research organizations could feasibf appear on most

KSA entries. These organizations offer a variety of services and act as resources and
educators for their members.
Only four types of seminars are presented in the "Seminars" section. This is due to
the fact that there are numerous seminars offered by the professional organizations. This
is a popular method of self-development that is normally paid for by the business or
corporation. Part of the goal of this development tool is to offer employees the
opportunity to get this type of valuable information from a more inexpensive source (i.e.
books, journals, etc).
Five subject matter experts are listed next. The first one, Margaret Bowen is a
Reynolds Metals Company employee whom we spoke to. Team memberships are offered
from within the organization to specific groups of employees. There are two listed in that
section. Finally, eight journal articles/white papers are included as sources of reference.
The providers of these specific articles would also be consulted for additional information.
For example, the Corporate Leadership Council will conduct research and provide a white
paper at the request of individuals or groups.
The last included portion of the results are two of job models which were provided
by Susan Corley at the beginning of the project. As stated in the Background section of
this paper, all of the Competencies appear in each job model, but the KSAs that
accompany each competency are specific to that particular model. For example, the
HR/IR Director does not need to know as much about safety and health as the Corporate
Specialist. Therefore, under this competency there is only one listed KSA, compared with
three KSAs for the second model.

Discussion:
One of the criticisms of the Jepson School is that the principles taught, and the
lessons learned are idealistic and unrelated to the proverbial "real world". There are
constant suggestions that a leadership curriculum fails to give students real exposure to
corporate America and the business world. It leaves a sense of doubt and great skepticism
among many students who face grim prospects in the search for employment. The
ultimate challenge is whether corporate America will embrace the concept of leadership
and recognize its importance in facilitating an empowered, productive work force.
When the Reynolds Metals Company decided to revolutionize and revitalize their
Human Resources department, they undertook a process that was committed to ensuring
that employees at all levels exercised a strong initiative to improve their knowledge, skills,
and abilities. Indeed, they strived to promote an environment that would encourage each
employee to be leaders at their respective levels. The People First team recognized that
the HR department at Reynolds would become more effective only after each employee
was able "to escape the bondage of 'what is' and point the way toward 'what might be'
(Gardner 127)." They continued to target growth in terms of financial and production
outcomes, but they also envisioned advancing their improvement through the employees
themselves. It was a responsibility to developing the employees themselves, focusing on
the people that produce the results that would secure improvement in other areas. In
effect, the organization is making large investment in human capital. Through instituting a
program that encourages self-improvement and empowerment, the HR department at
Reynolds committed itself to facilitating leader-like initiative and responsibility at all levels.

In developing this program, it was exciting to consider the long-term possibilities
of the project. Despite being an extremely large and successful Fortune 125 company, the
company recognizes a number of areas where improvement is not only possible, but
necessary. This was the backdrop for the development of the People First team. This
group already understood the importance of internal promotion and improvement. The
viability and growth of Reynolds has always been a result of employee commitment and a
consistent stability. Internal hiring and staffing ensured the continual progression of this
corporate giant, yet it was dependent upon an educated, knowledgeable work force. The

People First team recognized that employee commitment would be enhanced in part
because they believe "that the company cares about their development as individuals
(Waterman)." This set the groundwork for a strategic plan resulting in the identification
of 15 competencies broken down into 110 knowledge, skills, and abilities that all HR
employees should be both familiar with and respect.
From their inception, the People First team has represented a task force that
includes many outstanding leaders within the Human Resources Department at Reynolds.
They have worked within the goals and mission statements of the company to collaborate
on their own department's vision for the future, focused on improving on their corporate
success by providing an outlet for each employee to build· on their individual success. The
Reynolds Metals Company, and more specifically, the People First team recognized the
importance of individual development as the underlying foundation to their continued
success. In discussing corporate leadership, Bernard Bass wrote,
"In any company or corporation, a leader must recognize
the needs of followers or constituents, help them see how
those needs can be met, and give them confidence that

they can accomplish that result through their own efforts."

In providing a developmental model which all employees can access in order to identify
their individual needs and weaknesses, People First members each assumed a leadership
role dedicated to empowering each HR employee at Reynolds.
The visionary leadership that the People First team initiated at Reynolds
transformed the way in which employees would perceive their contributions to the
company's operations. Because employees are increasingly demanding to make a
difference through their work, the People First team realized that "the power in twentyfirst century organizations (will) tend to flow to those who have the capacity to challenge
and inspire highly skilled professionals" (Nanus). Indeed, Human Resources employees at
Reynolds will continually have the opportunity for upward movement. But the unique
aspect of Reynolds' developmental model is that the employees have a unique opportunity
to positively affect their chances for a promotion through the amount of work they do in
improving upon their weaknesses. While HR employees will not hold ultimate control
over who ascends the corporate ladder, they are able to position themselves favorably
through continually seeking ways in which to increase their value to the company.
While empowering Human Resources employees at Reynolds through the
developmental model that they collaborated on, the People First was an effective
leadership team in identifying a vision for the future and working to accomplish it.
Beginning with their first meeting, the team worked together to produce a creative vision
that might propel the Human Resources division at Reynolds into the twenty-first century.

It was a process that involved each employee and explored each imaginative thought. The

team remained deliberate in its reflections on what type of developmental model should be
developed and the range of its availability. Through critical discussion and careful
thought, the People First worked to an agreeable developmental model that had the
potential of being used in other departments. While their focus remained on Human
Resources, they were quick to recognize the far-reaching impact of the developmental
model.
Given the enormity of Reynolds and their global involvement, the impact of the

People First project will have long-term ramifications. With the implementation and
activation of this developmental model, Human Resources Departments across the world
will be promoting the continual renewal of their employees through a number of outlets.
The People First team has armed each employee with a program that they can access daily
to discover a variety of methods by which they can work to improve themselves. It is a
bold maneuver by a successful corporate giant that symbolizes their willingness to seize an
opportunity as the business world braces itself for the 21st century.
The changes at Reynolds are symbolic of the types of transformations that are
occurring within large companies in today's business world. It would appear that the
relationship that corporations are striving for with employees is no longer the simple
exchange of money for services rendered. When corporations begin hiring their
workforce, it is a process that isn't simply finding the best person for the job. The vigor of
the business world dictates that corporations hire employees who will continue to improve
on- and off-the-job, even though their formal education might have ended years ago. It is
an environment in which training is non-stop and employees taking full advantage of this

are the first to be rewarded. Indeed, as college graduates enter the workforce, it often
times is not a question of whether they can do the job, but whether they can learn to do
the job quickly and efficiently in the style preferred by that specific company. In these
cases, corporations seem to be most impressed with the internally motivated employees
who will continually look to develop their potential and strive to earn more responsibility.
As the significance of the individual employee increases within large-scale
corporations, there would seem to be a strong correlation between being a good employee
and exercising significant leadership skills. Frequently, companies that grow increasingly
successful do so not because of the leadership at the top, but the leadership practiced at all
levels. It is the idea that there is a shared responsibility among all employees to
continually work to improve their work and the work of those around them. Edgar Schein
described leadership in the work place, saying:
"Leadership is best thought of as a function
within the organization. It can be distributed
among the members of a group and not
automatically vested in whoever has formal
authority .... Good leadership and good
membership, therefore, blend into each other in
an effective organization."
The challenge that faces corporations on a yearly basis is how to further the involvement
and participation of employees at all levels. Through increasing their role in terms of the
significance of their individual contributions, corporations fulfill the need of employees to
be productive and important at their workplace.
With the massive change that occurs within the business world, corporations have
recognized the importance of being prepared through continually instituting short-term
and long-term strategic plans. In these plans, there is significant consideration of how to

continually improve and advance the work force as a whole. Most corporate leaders
understand that, "the key to renewal is the release of human energy and talent"
(Gardner). Generally, these corporations are looking to ensure that their work-force
remains superior in terms of their training, education, and performance. Companies vary
significantly in the ways in which they go about securing these results. A common trend
among many of the larger corporations is to include an educational reimbursement plan as
a part of their benefits plan. These companies are attempting to send a message that
encourages continual development and training. While these experiences are moderately
restricted, most companies are extremely flexible in the type of classroom opportunities
they allow for employees.
As college graduates enter the work force, they should recognize the increasing
value that corporations are placing in the continuing education of their employees.
Currently, students entering the workforce are as responsible for the accomplishment of
corporate goals as their formal leaders are. As the business world becomes increasingly
complex, employees are finding that they must frequently lead themselves in order to
accomplish their assigned tasks. Although employees are given general information on
what is expected of their development, it is those that exercise effective self-leadership and
motivate themselves to become a more valuable commodity. Charles Manz, in discussing
the correlation between self-leadership and one's level of personal effectiveness suggested
that, "(one) must first engage in the necessary self-analysis to understand what (one)
wants out of life before setting the goals that must be reached in order to achieve these
ends" (Manz). Through understanding the possibilities for individual development and

focusing on short-term and long-term goals within the company, the contemporary
business employee has a variety of opportunities to advance both quickly and significantly.
The opportunity to be involved in a project that envisioned an empowered and
focused workforce was especially rewarding. This ideal of constant individual
development was a philosophy that seemed to naturally fit within the business world.
With the implementation of this database, Reynolds employees would begin to recognize
their work environment as a place where they can experience and bring forth what they are
and what they could possibly be. It was an indication of a large-scale corporation wanting
to indicate their appreciation of their workforce. They recognized that the long-term
development of Reynolds would be as successful as the long-term development of each of
their employees. In working with People First, we were participating in a process that
shifted the focus from systems and structure to the people themselves. When the process
is completed at the end of this summer, we will be able to say that we helped the People

First team transform the Reynolds Metal Company from an effective managing
corporation into dynamic corporate leaders.
While our task was clearly identified, the process of completing it continually
remained difficult. It was overwhelming. We took on the role of Lao Tzu's midwife in
terms of facilitating a person's process. Through compiling the numerous resources for
each competency, we were providing a path to individual improvement for each Reynolds
HR employee around the nation. -While the availability of this program has been initially
restricted to Human Resources employees, there is a feeling among the People First team
that this project could have far-reaching implications. The prospect of implementing
similar programs on pl_antfloors, within R & D laboratories, and in other departments and

divisions of Reynolds business is exciting and rather promising. Due to the unique nature
of specific job models, each of these areas would need to complete the same process of
competency, KSA, and source development as the HR team. It is an exercise in leadership
and empowerment that could have no end in terms of the relationship that Reynolds
maintains with its employees.
By defining educational opportunities at all levels, including training programs,
seminars, books, journals, fellow employees, and office experience, it was our goal to
provide a learning process that would encourage individual development through
education, training, and experience. Our intention was to provide employees with a wide
range of resources that they could utilize in order to improve themselves in a specific area.
We recognized that employee motivation would fluctuate in terms of how much effort
they would want to put into improving upon a specific competency. An employee who
was evaluated as being slightly weak in terms of their presentation skills might want to
refer to a book or journal article. On the other end, an employee who was criticized
significantly for their inability to communicate simply and effectively may want to consider
a training program or a college-level class. The important issue was that employees be
given a wide range of opportunities that might appeal to the way they prefer to learn, as
well as to the financial investment they are willing to make.
The application of our program at Reynolds would seem to suggest a change in the
way that large-scale corporations are conducting business. While the success of a
company is still evaluated in terms of profit and assets, there is a shift in business thought
that denotes a heavy emphasis on the status of the employee. It would suggest that
companies are beginning to develop a higher level of corporate responsibility in terms of

the relationship they share with their employees. It is no longer a simple exchange of
salary for performance. There are now other considerations. Businesses are committing
themselves to rewarding employees in other ways. They are promoting continuing
education programs and developmental opportunities that will benefit both employee and
employer. All of these options and opportunities embody the concept of total
compensation. Armed with stronger and more committed workers, businesses are
performing more effectively and more efficiently.

Implications for Students of Leadership:
The concept of this development project can be applied to fields other than
corporate business. We have envisioned such an undertaking for the Jepson School of
Leadership Studies. This tool would be developed to assist leadership students in
developing "knowledge, skills, and abilities" which are deemed necessary to enhance the
"competencies" set forth by the school.
First, a task force of students and faculty would be assembled to develop the
competency models. Much like the People First team, the task force would cite criteria
which are important in the career of the leadership student. For example, one
competency might be "Communication". KSAs under this heading would contain
information on both written and oral communication. "Gives clear and effective
presentations," or "Adequately expresses thoughts in written form" are possible
examples. There could also be a competency labeled "Time Management" with
accompanying KSAs such as "Submits assignments on time," and "Has prepared_the
readings for class." Yet another potential competency could be "Effectively manages

positions ofleadership." In this case, a specific KSA would be "Is involved in campus or
community organizations." This would give the student the opportunity to step into
formal leadership roles.
Students, with the input of faculty members, would compile the resources for the
development tool. Most students do not have the time to read books or attend seminars.
Therefore, the final product would contain mostly articles, videos, and suggestions which
provide quick tips and helpful hints in the designated areas. For example, if the student
needs work on producing effective presentations, he or she could refer to any number of
resources to improve.
This system would work in a two-fold fashion. Upon admittance into the Jepson
School, each student would meet with his or her advisor to set personal goals for the next
two years. The strengths and weakness of the individual will be assessed, possibly with
the help of an evaluation tool. This way, the student is motivated to develop based on
standards that he/she has set for him/herself In addition, students will be evaluated by
teachers during the course of each semester (much like teachers are evaluated at the end
of the semester). This will give the student new and constant feedback on his/her
progress.
The implementation of this program will be made strictly as an opportunity to
further develop the students' effectiveness. It will certainly not be required that all
students join clubs on campus, it will simply be offered as an effective opportunity to·
practice leadership. The professors' evaluations will not affect the class grades of the
student. Besides, if the student's work is not turned in on time, his/her grade will be

affected anyway. What this does offer is the chance to learn how not to make the same
mistakes over and over again.
This development tool would be specific to the needs and demands of students of
Leadership Studies. The program could become synonymous with the visionary approach
to education that the Jepson School already enacts. It would expose students to the type
of evaluation system that exists in the "real world" without the harsh consequences (i.e.:
dismissal from job). As seniors, there could be rewards for the students who have most
utilized this opportunity or made the most improvement. This effort would foster a
positive environment where students take responsibility for their own development.
Because of the vigorous pace and competitiveness within the Jepson School, there
is often little time to reflect upon the development of one's self In a school "for and
about" leadership, it is ironic that students are often too engulfed to consider their own
leadership skills and recognize their shortcomings. While students certainly develop as
leaders through the structure and content of the Jepson curriculum, there is very little
assessment of the type of individual development each student has made. It is not our
intention to suggest that when students and faculty meet during a class period, there be a
checklist in which a professor may record that, "Student A did particularly well at
motivating his group toward recognizing and accomplishing a set of goals". Quite simply,
the assessment of students as leaders would be very difficult. That is why it would be
beneficial to the education of each graduating class at Jepson if they were given the
opportunity to identify and work to improve their weaknesses as leaders.
Although the process of leadership involves the relationship that one holds with
others and their appreciation of the culture and situation within which they are working,

the key to the development of Jepson students as leaders relies heavily on their
understanding of their possibilities and their limitations. Henry Kissinger said that,
"Presidents don't do great things by dwelling on their limitations, but by focusing on their
possibilities". While we do not want to suggest that each Jepson student is packed and
ready to assume the duties of the Oval Office, there is an easy transition that can be made
in the applicability of that statement to leaders. The success of leaders directly correlates
to their ability to identify where it is that they could improve. In reflecting upon their
possibilities, they shouldn't restrict themselves to a specific competency or a specific skill.
They may choose to strengthen a relationship or build a better understanding of a situation
or culture. Ultimately, there are no limitations to the development of leaders. It was
Warren Bennis who provided one of our favorite comments on individual development in
On Becoming a Leader: "(Until) you truly know yourself, strengths and weaknesses,
know what you want to do and why you want to do it, you cannot succeed in any but the
most superficial sense of the word". In providing Jepson students with a developmental
model that they could access, it would seem that the only limitations that these future
leaders would face are the ones that they put on themselves.

Conclusion:
The benefits of having done this type of action/research/process-oriented project
are two-fold. First, there is the situational knowledge that we have gained from
incorporating an internship into our project; second is the actual product (the development
tool) which will actually be used by Human Resources employees at the Reynolds Metals
Company. These results reflect exactly the type of experience that we had hoped to have.

The incorporation of an experiential aspect is something that we both sought out in
coordinating our senior project. Our enormous personal growth can be measured by
comparing our initial confusion and bewilderment with our current understanding of, and
immersion in, the field of Human Resources. This field is one in which we both had, and
retain, an interest in pursuing as a career option.
The opportunity to provide this service to experienced professionals has been
incomparable. The theory of Total Quality, the empowerment of workers, and the
dedication to continual improvement are valuable ideas in which we believe. We were able
to created a product that will be used in a hands-on manner. In creating this development
tool, we are educating those who will use the model in the future. The tool itself will need
to be updated to keep up with professional and educational practices. Yet, our original
model and the basic resources contained in it will remain. This contribution to the
Reynolds Metals Company is our true achievement for the semester.
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Appendix I

RESEARCH PROJECT
WORKPLAN

I. Identify Research Sources

5}(fe/Jruoty15

1. Societies
• American Compensation Society
• Society of Human Resource Management
• Human Resource Planning Society
• Any others?
2. Journals
3. Professional Organizations
• Corporate Leadership Council
• Work in America
• Any others?
4. RMC Knowledge Owners
• Communications
• Training
• Compensation
• Industrial Relations
• Staffing and Development
• Any others?
5. Seminars
6. Current Books and Publications

II. Gather and Catalog Information
1.
2.
3.
4.

fiK.Alorc/z
22

By Competency
ByKSA
By Source (Society, Professional Organization, etc.)
By Type (type of developmental tool, i.e., Book, Team membership, white
papers, etc.)

ID. Arrange Information in Agreed-upon Format
IV. Present Result to RMC Sponsors

byApnl5

Appendix II

SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR
DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL

•

Services available from professional organizations, such as HRSP, CLC, Work in
America
o

•
•
•
•

Research and reading facilities available through RMC corporate offices
•
•

•

library services
special topic research capability .
seminars
books

law department library
IR library

Training programs available through the Learning and Education Department
•
•

calendared special seminars, like the Covey seminars held in 1995
self-paced tutorials, like computer courses and self-developmental courses

•

Current top-selling reading list of books available in the marketplace

•

On-the-job developmental assignments
•
•

adjunct assignments in tandem with regular assignment
special, temporary assignments

•

Educational curricula generally available through accredited institutions

•

Certification programs available through professional organizations

devavl.doc

Appendix ill

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: American Management Association

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number: 135 West 50th Street
New York, NY 10020 - 1201
Telephone: 1-800-262-9699 (Seminars)
FAX: 518-891-0368 (Seminars)
Telephone: 1-800-225-3215 (Self-Study Products)
FAX: 1-617-923-1875 (Self-Study Products)
Brief Description: A membership organization bringing together more than 70,000
dedicated managers and professionals --- all committed to mastering
change in a global workplace. Provide a variety of resources to allow
employees to participate in self-study learning.

Type of Opportunity: Certification Programs
Workbooks and Audio Tapes that provide opportunity to gain
Continuing Education Units (CEU)
FYI Videos
Training Programs, Workshops, and Seminars
Possible Competancy/KSA Matches: Communication, Listening, Quality, General
Management, Leadership ( delegation, empowerment, understanding others), Conflict
Resolution and Negotiation, Compensation, Team Building, Strategic Planning, TQM, and
Time Management
Other:

ama.doc

AppendixIV

TO:

HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION HOLDERS

FROM:

ELIZABETH CROWE AND ADAM FISHER, DEVELOPMENTAL
SPECIALISTS

DATE:
RE:

IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTAL TOOLS AND
AND RESOURCES FOR JOB MODEL COMPETENCY EFFORTS

The Human Resource Competency Team is currently identifying sources of information
that will be helpful in producing a developmental model. This is a process that is
extremely difficult given the amount of material that is available for each of the fifteen
competencies. Through appealing to information holders within the Human Resource
Department, it is our hope that this process may be shortened and made more effective.
Given the knowledge and experience that HR information holders have in their respective
fields, there is an opp0~:..mity for greater success. It is our hope that the contributions of
each of the HR special...;Lswili guarantee a complete and thorough check of all available
materials. In considering possibilities and ideas concerning developmental tools, it is
important to remember the variety of outlets that HR employees might consider:

* Self-Study
* On-The-Job Experience
* Formal Education

* Business Seminars
Attached is a list of competencies and their correlating KSA's that relate to your specific
area of expertise. While reading through the list, please consider any resources that you've
been exposed to or heard of that might prove beneficial to HR employees who are hoping
to improve this behavior or skill. These resources are not to limited by the way in which
they are formatted. Various formats may include: Certification Programs, Professional
Affiliations, Videos, Seminars, Workshops, Books, Magazines, Journals, Research Studies
and Surveys, Formal Continuing Education Opportunities, and e-Mail.
With your assistance, we remain optimistic about the quality and variety of developmental
tools that will be made available to all HR employees. Thanks for the help.
Thank you,

Elizabeth Crowe and Adam Fisher

AppendixV

I. UNDERSTANDING BENEFITS and COMPENSATION:

A. Compensation

7. 5: understands labor costs and how to manage them

13.1 : knows how to apply a variety of wage systems and incentive pay
programs

13 .3: understands compensation theory and programs

13.4: can design a compensation philosophy and accompanying principles

13.9: knows current innovative job evaluation technology

13.10: provides effective consultation in performance management systems

askcmps.doc

Appendix VI

***NEW PUBLICATIONS***

Author: Sondra Thiederman

Title: Bridging CulturalBarriersfor CorporateSuccess:How to Manage the
Multicultural Workforce.

Source: Book available at most bookstores and libraries. Published in 1994 ....

Brief Description / Abstract: This book looks at a prevalent issue on the job in the 90's,
and offers methods for managing a culturally-diverse workforce. Thiederman uses a
casual approach to present information about the hiring practices for individuals from
different backgrounds, how to communicate across accent and language barriers, and how
to develop training programs in cross-cultural management. A glossary of foreignlanguage phrases with phonetic pronunciations is also included ...... .

Possible Competency/KSA Matches:

Other:

newpubli.doc

1.3 is able to influence the culture to values
differences among people ....
1.5 develops positive relationships with
people from a variety of backgrounds
11.8 able to source qualified, diverse
candidates for promotions & advancements
14.15 able to help develop the skills
necessary to create, maintain, and manage
our diverse workforce more effectively.

'-'I"
Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#
1.0

Competency
Leadership and Influence

KSA #
1.1

KSA
1.1 able to articulate new norms and values for the future

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.2

1.2 provides input to develop business strategies

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.3

1 .3 able to influence the culture to value differences among
people

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.4

1 .4 able to gain broad consensus on strategies for change

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.5

1.5 develops and maintains positive relationships with people
f ram a variety of backgrounds

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.6

1.6 willing to commit one's self to a firm position on issues

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.7

1 .7 demonstrates personal and business integrity

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.8

1.8 communicates simply and clearly

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.9

1 .9 seeks consensus decisions in a team

1.0

Leadership and Influence

1.10

1 . 10 inspires people to align with the Vision, Mission, and
Values

1.0

Leadership and lnflu~nce

1.11

1 .11 has effective presentation skills
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#

2.0

Competencv
Diagnostics and Analysis

2.1

KSA #

2.1 evaluates facts and situations objectively

2.0

Diagnostics and Analysis

2.2

2.2 recognizes customer and organizational needs

2.0

Diagnostics and Analysis

2.3

2.3 uses a variety of effective information and data-gathering
techniques

2.0

Diagnostics and Analysis

2.4

2.4 uses a variety of graphs, trend charts, statistical methods,

KSA

or other diagnostic tools to analyze organizational needs

2.0

Diagnostics and Analysis

2,5

2.5 able to develop clear, meaningful conclusions from complex
information

2.0

Diagnostics and Analysis

2.6

2.6 uses analytical results to influence business decisions

3.0

Process\Structure\Planning

3.1

3.1 able to adapt processes and methods to changing
organizational needs

3.0

Process\Structure\Planning

3.2

3.2 demonstrates proactive behavior for continuous
improvement

3.0

Process\Structure\Planning

3.3

3.3 selects the right activities and/or issues to work on from a
range of competing alternatives

3.0

Process\Structure\Planning

3.4

3.4 demonstrates innovative thinking in creating new practices
and methods

3.0

Process\Structure\Pl.anning

3.5

3.5 able to tie HR strategies and tactics to specific business
objectives
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#
3.0

Competency
Process\Structure\Planning

3.6

3.6 seeks out and identifies alternative "best practices"

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.1

4.1 coaches others effectively

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.2

4.2 recognizes when changed priorities require the reallocation
of resources and moves to meet the need

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.3

4.3 demonstrates an understanding of applicable policies

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.4

4.4 strives to assure equity of treatment

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.5

4.5 demonstrates high performance standards and measures
achievement

4.0

Assurance of Standards

4.6

4.6 communicates performance standards and expectations to
individuals and teams

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.1

5.1 performs multiple tasks in an efficient and effective manner

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.2

5.2 overcomes obstacles

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.3

5.3 meets commitments

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.4

5.4 pays attention to detail

KSA#

KSA
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#

Competency

KSA#

KSA

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.5

5.5 demonstrates sensitivity to the needs of a diverse
workforce

5.0

Administration and Service Support

5.6

5.6 demonstrates a sensitivity to foreign norms and values

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.1

6.1 uses a variety of problem-solving methods

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.2

6.2 uses facts effectively to solve problems

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.3

6.3 helps others reach fair, workable solutions

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.4

6.4 maintains and enhances the self-esteem of others

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.5

6.5 listens and responds with empathy

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.6

6.6 encourages the involvement of others

6.0

Problem-Solving

6.7

6. 7 identifies problems early to prevent conflict escalation

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.1

7.1 understands the goals and strategic plans of the company
and the applicable business units

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.2

7 .2 has general knowledge of other functional areas, such as
finance, sales and marketing, law, and information technology
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt #

7.0

Competency
General Business Knowledge

KSA#

7.3

KSA

7.3 understands key financial performance indicators for the
business

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.4

7.4 understands economic, social and political trends which
may affect the business

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.5

7.5 understands labor costs and how to manage them

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.6

7. 6 uses current technologies, including automated reporting,
information retrieval, and computer-aided modeling techniques

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.7

7.7 knows and is able to communicate applicable laws and
regulations

7.0

General Business Knowledge

7.8

7 .8 understands basic plant layout and process flow

8.0

General Management Skills

8.1

8.1 recognizes competitive issues between global regions

8.0

General Management Skills

8.2

8.2 coaches, provides feedback, and offers developmental
suggestions to individuals and teams

8.0

General Management Skills

8.3

8.3 works with direct reports to create and implement their
developmental action plans

8.0

General Management Skills

8.4

8.4 recognizes and rewards others' accomplishments

8.0

General Management Skills

8.5

8.5 encourages the development of new ideas
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#
8.0

Competency
General Management Skills

8.6

8.6 is effective at planning, organizing, leading and assuring
project results

8.0

General Management Skills

8.7

8. 7 effectively manages work unit within budget

9.0

Industry Knowledge

9.1

9.1 keeps current on industry trends and general business
developments

9.0

Industry Knowledge

9.2

9.2 displays good external network and professional
relationships with other companies in the same industry

9.0

Industry Knowledge

9.3

9.3 recognizes what factors create competitive advantage for
that industry, tabor market, and product market

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.1

10.1 develops plans which support change

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.2

10.2 evaluates organizational effectiveness

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.3

10.3 uses models and tools to design new organizational
structures

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.4

10.4 identifies competencies required to implement business
strategies

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.5

10.5 understands how to create an organizational structure
which can adapt quickly to change

10.0

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.6

10.6. analyzes HR strategy requirements, based on business
plans

KSA#

KSA
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt #
10.0

Competency
Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.0

KSA#

KSA

10.7

10.7 establishes quality measures for HR

Organizational Design and
Effectiveness

10.8

10.8 helps to develop the effectiveness of global teams (World
Business Teams)

11.0

HR Development

11.1

11.1 develops and applies formal selection criteria using a
variety of methods

11.0

HR Development

11.2

11.2 analyzes strengths and weaknesses of current
management staffing

11.0

HR Development

11.3

11.3 analyzes·future workforce competency requirements

11.0

HR Development

11.4

11 .4 implements current performance management systems
which meet specific business needs

11.0

HR Development

11.5

11.5 can apply a variety of methods to generate internal
candidates, including succession planning, identification of high
potential and key employees, and job postings

11.0

HR Development

11.6

11.6 can apply a variety of methods to generate external
candidates

11.0

HR Development

11.7

11. 7 knows how to comply with labor-contract requirements
when filling positions or reducing the workforce

11.0

HR Development

11.8

11.8 able to source qualified, diverse candidates for promotions
and advancements

11.0

HR Development

11.9

11 .9 is assertive in encouraging the organization to select
qualified diverse candidates
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt #
11.0

HR Development

KSA#
11.10

KSA
11.10 is able to effectively implement global assignment
selection\repatriation processes

11.0

HR Development

11.11

11.11 can identify career pathing\experience alternatives to
develop key talent

11.0

HR Development

11.12

11 .12 understands processes and programs to guide the
development of high potential employees

12.0

Education and Training

12.1

12.1 can perform a competencies gap analysis for groups as
well as individuals

12.0

Education and Training'

12.2

12.2 knows how to measure training results

12.0

Education and Training

12.3

12.3 conducts needs analysis for new operation skills

12.0

Education and Training

12.4

12.4 develops long-term training curricula and plans

12.0

Education and Training

12.5

12.5 creates cost-effective

12.0

Education and Training

12.6

12.6 matches training priorities with business needs

13.0

Total Compensation

13.1

13.1 knows how to apply a variety of wage systems and
incentive pay programs

13.2

13.2 knows how to implement total compensation programs in
order to achieve desired results

Competency

13.0

Total Compensation

training-delivery alternatives

Page 8
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt #
13.0

Competency
Total Compensation

KSA #
13.3

KSA
13.3 understands compensation theory and programs

13.0

Total Compensation

13.4

13.4 can design a compensation philosophy and accompanying
principles

13.0

Total Compensation

13.5

13.5 can identify employee-related benefits cost-containment
solutions

13.0

Total Compensation

13.6

13.6 understands how external market forces affect
compensation pay levels

13.0

Total Compensation

13.7

13. 7 can use computer-based compensation modeling to
determine cost impact of compensation changes

13.0

Total Compensation

13.8

13.8 is able to rcommend compensation program changes
which satisfy changing societal needs and governmental
regulations

13.0

Total Compensation

13.9

13.9 knows current and innovative job evaluation technology

13.0

Total Compensation

13.10

13.10 provides effective consultation in performance
management systems

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.1

14.1 can articulate a clear rationale for fairness

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.2

14.2 can develop and communicate negotiations strategies

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.3

14.3 can facilitate joint problem-solving sessions to resolve
people issues
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Complete KSA Listing

Cmpt#

14.0

Competency
Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

KSA#

KSA

14.4

14.4 understands how to administer the labor contract

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.5

14.5 can manage the grievance procedure process

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.6

14.6 analyzes current communications effectiveness

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.7

14. 7 develops communications strategies and plans

14.0

Employee Participation; Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.8

14.8 establishes joint labor\management cooperative processes

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.9

14.9 develops strategies for employee involvement

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.10

14. 10 can asse~s leadership styles and practices and
recommend changes

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.11

14.11 provides support and encouragement without removing
individual or team responsibility for action

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.12

14. 12 is effective at motivating others to accept empowerment

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.13

14. 1 3 champions continuous improvement concepts in all team
activities

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

14.14

14.14 able to facilitate trust building among members of a team
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,aff

Complete

KSA Listing

Cmpt #
14.0

Competency
Employee Participation, Employee
Relations, and Communications

KSA #
14.15

KSA
14.15 able to help develop the skills necessary to create,
maintain, and manage our diverse workforce more effectively

15.0

Safety and Health

15.1

15.1 provides leadership to facilitate safety, health, and
security strategies

15.0

Safety and Health

15.2

15.2 able to devleop a management climate that drives quality
of safety results

15.0

Safety and Health

15.3

15.3 understnds fact-based analysis that can be used to
identify causes of accidents and evaluate program effectiveness

15.0

Safety and Health

15.4

15 .4 knows how Employee Assistance processes and programs
function

15.0

Safety and Health

15.5

15.5 is knowledgeable about wellness programs

15.0

Safety and Health

15.6

15.6 able to implement innovative case management practices
to reduce costs

15.0

Safety and Health

15.7

15. 7 uses assessment and measurements to prevent unsafe
occurrences
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KSA 1.1 : Able to articulate new norms and values for the future

Competency: Leadership & Influence

Books:
1.Pathfinders,
Discusses the importance of shaping values; looks at vision-driven leadership.
2. Goal Setting, Edvin A. Locke and Gary P. Latham, Prentice Hall Publishers.
Available in bookstores and local libraries
3. Communicating Change for New Business Goals: Winning Employee Support. Larkin, T.J. &
Sandra. McGraw-Hill. New York. 1994.
4. Vision of the Future: The Role of Human Resources in the New Corporate Headquarters. Corporate Leadershi

Manuals:
1. Vision, Mission, and Values. The Reynolds Metals Company's Handbook.

Seminars:
1. Management Development Institute (MDI)
Eckard College
St. Petersburg. FL
Phone: (8130 864-8213
Cost ranges from $2300 to $4600 for three or six day seminars

Page 1

2. Corporate Leadership Council
600 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
Telephone: (202) 672-5600 Fax: (202) 672-5700
Provides seminars on managing change and redefining roles

Page 2

KSA 3.1: Able to adapt processes and methods to changing organizational needs
Competency: Process/Structure/Planning
Books:
1. The Lessons of Experience: How Successful Executives Develop on the Job. McCall, Morgan W. Jr., et al. Center for
·Creative Leadership

Research Organizations:
1. Corporate Leadership Council:
Advisory Board Company
The Watergate
600 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

2. Center for Creative Leadership
One Leadership Place
P.O. Box 26300
Greensboro, N.C. 27438-6300

White Papers:
1. Issue and Fact Brief: "Workforce Planning," available through the Corporate Leadership Council

Professional Organizations:
1. Human Resource Planning Society

Page 1

Sheet9

317 Madison Avenue
Suite 1509
New York, NW 10017
Fax: (212) 682-6851
Telephone: (212) 490-7 454
Annual Cost: $150.00
Specializes in training, succession planning, and executive development.

Page2

Sheet10

KSA 5.5: Demonstrates sensativity to the needs of a diverse workforce
Competency: Administration and Service Support

Books:
1. Managing Workforce 2000: Gaining the Diversity Advantage. Jamison, David & O'Mara, Julie. Jessey-Bass.
Available in local libraries and bookstores.
2. The New Leaders: Guidelines on Leadership Diversity in America. Morrison, Anne M.
Available through the Center for Creative Leadership, and in local libraries and bookstores.

Research Organizations:
1. Center for Creative Leadership
One Leadership Place
P.O. Box 26300
Greensboro, N.C. 27438-6300
Telephone: (910) 288-7210
Fax: (910) 288-3999

Professional Organizations:
1. Franklin Quest, Co.
2200 West Parkway Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84119

Page 1
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KSA 12.2: Knows how to measure training results

Competency: Education and Training
Books:
1. Training for Impact. Dana Gaines Robinson and James C. Robinson
Jessey-Bass., Inc.
Available in IR Library.
2. Making Training Worth Every Penny: On-Target Evaluation.
Holcomb, Jane. Wharton Publishing, 1993.
Available in IR Library and most local libraries.
3. Evaluating Training Programs. The Four Levels. Kirkpatrick, Donald L.
Berrett-Koehler Publishing, 1994.
Available in IR Library and in local libraries and bookstores.
4. Handbook of Training Evaluation & Measurement. Phillips, Jack J.
Gulf Publishing, 1991.
Available in local libraries and bookstores.

Professional Organizations:
1. American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)
1640 King Street, Box 1443
Alexandria, VA 22313

Page 1
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Sheet8

Phone: 703-683-8100
2. Technology Training Systems, Inc. (TIS) http://www.orci.com/tts
3131 S. Vaughn Way
Suite 300
Aurora, CO 80014-3503
Telephone: 303-368-0300
Fax: 303-368-0312
Seminars:

1. Technology Training Systems offers a 2-day program entitled
"Evaluating Training Programs". Call or visit their web site (see above)
for more information.
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KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation
ASPA

Aoolicable KSA
15.1

Specific Chapter
Chapter 1.3, "Occupational Safety and
Health"

ASPA

15.1

Chapter 1.5, "Security Policies,
Programs, and "Policies"

ASPA

15.4

Chapter 1 .4, "Assistance for Troubled
Employees"

Vision

1.1

Vision

2.6

II, ROI Activity Assessment

ACA

13.1

Total Compensation

ACA

13.2

Total Compensation

ACA

13.3

Total Compensation

ACA

13.4

Total Compensation

ACA

13.5

Total Compensation

ACA

13.6

Total Compensation

ACA

13.7

Total Compensation

ACA

13.8

Total Compensation

ACA

13.9

Total Compensation

AMA

8.1

General Management Skills

Page 1
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Specific Reference

4/23/96

KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation

Applicable KSA

AMA

8.2

Specific Chapter
General Management Skills

AMA

8.3

General Management Skills

AMA

8.4

General Management Skills

AMA

8.5

General Management Skills

AMA

8.6

General Management Skills

AMA

8.7

General Management Skills

Franklin

10.2

Organizational Design and Effectiveness

Franklin

5.1

Administration and Service Support

Franklin

5.4

Administration and Service Support

CLC

1.9

Teams

CLC

3.1

Change Management

CLC

6.7

Dispute Resolution

CLC

7.6

Information Technology/

CLC

7.7

Miscellaneous Corporate Policies

CLC

8.4

Performance Appraisal / Management

Page 2

Specific Reference

"Critical Success
Factors and
Characteristics of
Team-Based
"Change Management
Strategies"

"Vendors of Conflict
Management
Seminars"
Software

4/23/96

KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation

Aoolicable KSA

Specific Chapter

Specific Reference

CLC

10.1

Change Management

CLC

10.4

Competencies I Skills

CLC

10.7

Staffing and Functions of HR Department

CLC

10.8

Teams

CLC

11.3

CLC

11.11

Career Development

CLC

4.4

Diversity

CLC

13.2

Compensation

CLC

13.4

Compensation

CLC

13.5

Compensation

CLC

14.2

Employee Relations

CLC

14.5

Dispute Resolution

CLC

14.7

Employee Relations

CLC

11.3

Training: General

Training Needs
Analysis

CLC

12.2

Training: General

Redefining the Training
Organizations, etc .••••

"Change Management
Strategies"

Developing and
Training Global Teams

Competencies / Skills

"Competencies for
Selected HR
Professionals"

"Diversity Awareness
Programs", etc .....

Page 3

"Grievance Process ... "

KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation

4/23/96

CLC

Aoolicable KSA
12.3

CLC

15.5

Wellness, Employee Assistance
Programs, etc ...

CLC

3.1

Workforce Planning

"Corporate Wellness
Programs" -orWellness Program
Incentives
"Workforce Planning"

BOOK: The New Leaders: Guidelines on
Leadership Diversity in America

pg. 13, and also refer
to pages 30,31

pg. 14 in catalog

CCL

1.5, 5.5, 14.5

Specific Chapter

Training: General

Specific Reference
Training Needs and
Assessment

CCL

3.2

BOOK: The Lessons of Experience

CCL

6.2

BOOK: Whatever it takes

CCL

14.12

BOOK: Why Managers Have Trouble
Empowering

CCI

14.10

BOOK: The Challenge of Assessing
Leadership Characteristics

pg. 42:

CCL

11.12

BOOK: Taking a Good Look at
Development

pg 42

Hewitt

13.1

Flexible Compensation Programs and
Practices

Hewitt

13.3

Micro-History of Compensation and
Benefits

IAML

13.1, 13.2, 13.3,
13.5, and 13.8

HRPS

3.1

HRPS

8.3

HRPS

10.1

Page 4

catalog

4/23/96

KSA linked to Source

HAPS

Abbreviation

Applicable KSA
14.13

SHAM

15.5

BOOK: The Corporate Wellness
Sourcebook ..... found on pg. 2

Richard Bellingham
and Barry Cohen

SHAM

13.5

BOOK: Fundamentals of Employee
Benefit Programs

Put out by Employee
Benefit Research
Institute

SHAM

13.2

SHAM

14.12

BOOK: Compensation and
Motivation
BOOK: The New
Pay
BOOK:
Strategic Pay
BOOK: Empowered Teams

SHAM

1.8

BOOK: How To Say It

SHAM

4.5

BOOK: Straight Talk for Monday Morning Allan Cox

SHAM

12.1

BOOK: Directory for Performance
Improvement

Dennis J. Kravetz

SHAM

1.3

BOOK: Beyond Race and Gender

R. Roosevelt Thomas

SHAM

1.5

BOOK: Bridging Cultural Barriers for
Corporate Success

Sondra Thiederman

SHAM

7.5, 8.7

BOOK: Forecasting Financial Benefits of
Human Resource Development

Richard A. Swanson
and Deane B. Gradous

SHAM

11.2

BOOK: Audit Handbook of Human
Resource Management

George E. Biles and
Randall S. Schuler

SHAM

3.5

BOOK: Human Value Management

Jae Fitz-Enz

SHRM

1.4

BOOK: Change Agents

Manuel London

SHAM

6.3

BOOK: The Human Resource ProblemSolvers Handbook

Joseph D. Levesque

Specific Chapter

Page 5

Specific Reference

Richard Wellins,
William C. Byham,
and Jeanne M. Wilson
Rosalie Maggio

4/23/96

KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation
SHRM

Aoolicable KSA
7.3

SHRM

2.3

BOOK: Research Methods in Human
Resources Management

SHRM

9.1

SHRM-BNA Series on HR Management:
Human Resource Planning, Employment
and Placement

SHRM

13.3

SHRM-BNA Series on HR Management
Compensation and Benefits

SHRM

14.4

SHRM-BNA Series on HR Management:
Employee and Labor Relations

Put out by: SHRM and
Bureau of National
Affairs

SHRM

13.1

Subscription to Compensation and
Benefits Manager's Report, a bi-monthly
newsletter.

Put out by: Bureau of
Business Practice

SHRM

7.2

Subscription to Issues In HR, a bimonthly Put out by: SHRM
newsletter

Analyzing Performance
Problems (APP)

12.1

Book

By: Robert F. Mager
and Peter Pipe

Evaluating Training
Programs (ETP)

12.2

Book

By: Donald L.
Kirkpatrick

Measuring Instructional
Results (MIR)

12.2

Book

By: Robert F. Mager

In Action

12.3

Book

Editors: Jack Phillips
and Elwood Holton

Internal Consulting

8.6,

Book: Chapter 8 ---- Using Project
Management as a Tool For Internal
Consulting

Internal Consulting

14.3

Book: Chapter 10 ---- Improving
Organizational Effectiveness Through
The Problem-Solving Process

Internal Consulting

14.9

BOOK: Chapter 6 ---- Using Strategic
Planning to Improve Internal Consulting

Trigger

3.4

Book

Specific Chapter

The Personel and Human Resources
Guide

Specific Reference

Put out
by:
The
Bureau of Business
Practice
Neal Schmitt and
Richard Klimoski

Put out by: Society for
Human Resource
Management and
Bureau of Nat'I Affairs
Put out by: SHRM and
Bureau of National
Affairs

Getting individuals to
be more creative about
strategy, etc.

Page 6
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KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation
Wisdom Team

Applicable KSA
14.13

Book

Quick Fix

10.1

Book

Transitions

10.5

Book

Pathfinders

1.1

Book

Purpose Driven
Organization

1.10

Book

Communication at Work 1.8

Top Down Problem
Solving

14.3

Specific Chapter

Specific Reference
Role of Culture, i.e.,
high performance
expectations for team
sucess
"How -To" Book on
to best manage change

Discusses the
importance of shaping
values; looks at visiondriven leadership
Explores how it is that
vision and value
statements unite
employees
Offers sound and
simple techniques to
improve verbal and
written communication

Book

Book

On Organization Learning 2.4

Book

Theory in Practice

2.3

Book

Sparks

5.2

Book

Present Like A Pro

1.11

Book

Fairness

11.1

Book

How To Listen

6.5

Book

Quality Circles

6.6, 14.9

Book

Making The Right
Decision

1.9

Book

How to be an "active
listener: hear not only
the content, but the
feeling behind words
Encouraging workers
to participate in
decision - making
process helps
Productive decision making depends upon
all reaching consensus
decisions

Page 7

KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation
Dinosaur

Aoolicable KSA
1 . 5, possibly
others

Book

Business of Listening

6.5

Book

Asking the Right
Questions

2.5

Book

Quick and Easy Speaking 1.11

Specific Chapter

4/23/96

Specific Reference

How to handle
irrational, impulsive
and self-destructive
work behavior

Critical Analysis and
Synthesis --- do we
accept or reject this
complex information

Book

How to Influence

1.4

Book

Teampower

14.13

Book

20/20

7.6

Book

Coaching

4.1

Book

Human Factors

8.6

Book

Manage Time

5.3

Book

Team Building

14.13, 14. 14

Book

Delegation

14.9

Book

Managing Diversity

1.3; 5.5, 5.6

Book

Planning for Crisis

6.7

Book

Getting to Yes

6.1, 6.4

Book

Explores impact of
information age on
business: how do we
prepare for changes
Day -to- day situations
that provide
opportunities for
coaching and "how to"
How to get start-up
procedures off right,
motivate teams, in
order to meet
Time Management
allows you to meet
your priorities, your
commitments, etc ......
How to further team
productivity, trust, etc.

Addresses preparation
that is necessary for
creating achievement
out of adversity

~(
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KSA linked to Source

Abbreviation
Search for Ethics

Applicable KSA

Specific Chapter

1.7

Book

Communicating
Comfortably

1.8

Book

MDI

1.1

MDI

1.3

MDI

1.4

MDI

1.9

MDI

1.10

HRCI

7.0

Management Practices

HRCI

12.0

Training and Development

Page 9

Specific Reference
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Books

Title
ASPA Handbook

Author

Publisher

Where available

Abbreviation
ASPA

ed., Dale Yoder &
Bureau of National
Herbert G. Heneman, Affairs
Jr.

through SHRM

Analyzing Performance
Problems

Robert F. Mager
Peter Pipe

n/a

HR Training Department, JR APP
Library, Local Libraries.

Evaluating Training
Programs: The Four Levels

Donald L. Kirkpatrick

n/a

HR Training Department, IR ETP
Library, Local Libraries.

Measuring Instructional
Results

Robert F. Mager

n/a

HR Training Department, IR MIR
Library, Local Libraries

In Action: Conducting
Needs Assessment

ed., Jack J. Phillips
and Elwood F.
Holton, Ill.

n/a

HR Training Department, IR In Action
Library, Local Libraries

Internal Consulting for HAD Jerry W. Gilley and
Amy J. Coffern
Professionals

n/a

IR Library

Internal Consulting

Trigger Points

M. Kami

McGraw Hill, 1988

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Trigger

The Wisdom of Teams

J. Katzenbach, D.
Smith

Harvard Business
School Press

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Wisdom Team

Managing Beyond the
Quick Fix

R.H. Kilman

Jossey-Bass, Inc.

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Quick Fix

W. Bridges
Managing Transitions:
Making the Most of Change

Addison - Wesley

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Transitions

Corporate Pathfinders

New York: Free Press

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Pathfinders

Jossey-Bass

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Purpose Driven
Organization

H.J. Leavitt

The Purpose Driven
P. Pascarella,
M.A. Frohman
Organization, Unleashing
the Power of Direction and

-

Communication at Work:
Listening, Speaking,
Writing, and Reading

Kathleen S. Abrams

Prentice Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Communication at
Work

Problem-Solving: A TopDown Approach

James Adair

Scott Foresman

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Top Down
Problem Solving

On Organization Learning

Chris Argyris

Blackwell Publishers

Local Libraries, Bookstores

On Organization
Learning

Theory in Practice

Chris Argyris

Jossey-Bass

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Theory in Practice

McGraw - Hill

Local Libraries, Bookstores · Sparks

John Arnold
When The Sparks Fly:
Resolving Conflicts in Your
Organization

J
Page 1

Books

Title

Author

Publisher

4/23/96

Where available

Abbreviation

How to Present Like a Pro: Lani Arrendondo
Getting People to See
Things Your Way

McGraw-Hill

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Present Like A Pro

Fairness in Selecting
Employees

Richard Arvay and
Robert Faley

Addison - Wesley
Publishing Company

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Fairness

How to Listen --- How to
Be Heard

Thomas Banville

Nelson - Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

How to Listen

Putting Quality Circles to
Work: A Practical Strategy
for Boosting Productivity

Ralph Barra

McGraw-HIii

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Quality Circles

Making the Right Decision:
Organizational Culture,
Vision and Planning

Lee Roy Beach

Prentice Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Making the Right
Decision

Dinosaur Brains: Dealing
With All Those Impossible
People at Work.

Albert Bernstein

Ballantine Books

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Dinosaur

The Business of Listening

Diane Bone

Crisp Publications

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Business of
Listening

Prentice Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Asking the Right
Questions

,__ .... D.-&:•-

Asking the Right Questions Neil Browne and
Stuart Keeley
Quick and Easy Way to
Effective Speaking

Dale Carnegie

Pocket Books

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Quick and Easy
Speaking

How to Win Friends and
Influence People

Dale and Dorothy
Carnegie

Simon and Schuster
Trade

Local Libraries, Bookstores

How To Influence

Teampower

Clay Carr

Prentice Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Teampower

20/20 Vision

Stan Davis and Bill
Davidson

Harper Business

Local Libraries, Bookstores

20/20

Coaching: A Management
Skill for improving
Individual Performance

Arthur Deegan

Addison - Wesley
Publishing

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Coaching

Human Factors in Project
Management

Paul Dinsmore

AMACOM

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Human Factors

Manage Your Time,
Manage Your Work,
Manage Yourself

Merrill and Donna
Douglass

AMACOM

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Manage Time

Team Building: Issues and
Alternatives

William Dyer

Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Team Building

How to Delegate: A Guide
to Getting Things Done.

Herbert Engel

Gulf Publishing Company Local Libraries, Bookstores

Page 2

Delegation

Books

Title

Author

Publisher

4/23/96

Where available

Abbreviation

Managing a Diverse Work
Force: Regaining the
Competitive Edge

John Fernandez

Free Press

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Managing
Diversity

Crisis Management:
Planning for the Inevitable

Steven Fink

AMACOM

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Planning for Crisis

Viking Penguin

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Getting to Yes

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Search for Ethics

Getting to Yes: Negotiating Roger Fisher and
William Ury
for Agreement Without
Giving In.

Corporate Strategy and the Edward Freeman and Prentice Hall
Search for Ethics
Daniel Gilbert
Linda Fuller and
Lilless McPherson Shilling

Human Resource
Development Press

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Communicating
Comfortably

Rex P. Gatto

GTA Press

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Unifying People
Power

John Wiley and Sons

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Winning at
Project
Management

Strategic Planning
Workbook

John Wiley and Sons
Karsten Hellebust
and Joseph Krallinger

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Strategic Planning
Workbook

A Manger's Mind, Soul of
a Leader

Craig R. Hickman

John Wiley and Sons

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Mind and Soul

McGraw Hill

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Increase
Competence

Kent Hodgson

AMACOM

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Rock and Hard
Place

Managing Workforce 2000: Gaining the
Diversity Advantage.

David Jamieson and
Julie O'Mara

Jossey-Bass

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Diversity
Advantage

Yes or No: The Guide to
Better Decisions: A Story

Spencer Johnson

Harper Business

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Yes or No

Strategic Communication:
The Art of Making Your
Ideas Their Ideas.

Burton Kaplan

Harper Business

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Make Your Ideas
Their Ideas

Managing Disagreement
Constructively

Herbert Kindler

Crisp Publications

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Managing
Disagreement

Coaching for Commitment:
Managerial Strategies for
Obtaining Superior

Dennis Kinlaw

Pfeiffer and Company

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Coaching for
Commitment

How to Create High Impact Joyce Kupsh and Pat NTC Publishing Group
R. Graves
Business Presentations

Local Libraries, Bookstores

High-Impact
Presentations

Communicating
Comfortably: Your Guide
to Overcoming Speaking
~

...... u,.: .. :--

I\-··=-...

Team Builaing and
Communication: Unifying
People Power
I

Winning At Project
Robert D. Gilbreath
Management: What Works,
What Fails and Why

How to Increase Employee N.C. Hill
Competence
A Rock and a Hard Place:
How to Make Ethical
Business Decisions When
Th,..

l"'h-=---

-•-

Tn,

_.._

- -
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Books

Title

Author

Publisher

4/23/96

Where available

Abbreviation

The Ultimate Advantage:
Creating the HighInvolvement Organization

Edward Lawler, Ill

Jessey-Bass

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Ultimate
Advantage

A Great Place to Work.

Robert Levering

Avon Books

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Great Place to
Work

Goal Setting: A
Motivational Technique
That Works

Edvin A. Locke and
Gary P. Latham

Prentice Hall

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Goal Setting

Workforce America!
Managing Employee
Diversity As A Vital

Marilyn Loden and
Judy Rosesener

Business One Irwin

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Workforce
America

Effective Performance
Appraisals

Robert Maddux

Crisp Publications

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Effective
Performance
Appraisals

Analyzing Performance
Problems or You Really
Oughta Wanna.

Robert F. Mager and
Peter Pipe

Lake Publishing
Company

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Analyzing
Performance
Problems

Crisp Publications

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Effective
Presentation Skills
1992

Blackwell Publishers

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Team Manager

Local Libraries, Bookstores

Flawless

ISBN: 0-88730-685-3

Corporate Coach

0---··--

Effective Presentation Skills Steve Mandel

Managing The Team

Mick Marchington

Flawless Consulting

Peter Block

The Corporate Coach: How Miller, James, B. and Harper Business, New
York, 1994.
Brown, Paul B.
to Build a Team of Loyal
Customers and Happy

-

Analyzing Perofrmance
Problems

Mager, Robert and
Pipe, Peter

Competence at Work

Spenser, Lyle and
Signe

John Wiley and Sons,
Inc.

ISBN: 0-471-54809

CAW

Training for Impact

Robinson, Dana
Gaines & James C.

Jessey-Bass, Inc.

ISBN: 1-55542-153-9

Tl

Making Training Worth
Every Penny: On-Target
Evaluation

Holcomb, Jane,
1993.

Wharton Publishing

Penny

How to Measure Training
Effectiveness

Rae, Leslie, 198~.

Nichols Publishing
Company

HMTE

Measuring Return on
Investment

Philips, Jack J.

American Society for
Training and
Development

Figuring Things Out: A
Trainer's Guide to Needs
and Task Analysis

Zemke, Ron

Addison Wesley,
Reading, MA, 1987

APP

Page 4

ISBN: 1-56286-008-9

MRI

Figuring

Books

Title
What every Training
Manager Should Know
About Training

Author
Mager, Robert F.

Performance Consulting:
Moving Beyong Training

Berrett-Koehler
Robinson, Dana
Gaines and James C. Publishers, San
Fransisco, 1995

Publisher
Lake Publishers

Page 5
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Where available
ISBN: 1-56103-345-6

Abbreviation
What Every •••

ISBN: 1-881052-30-3

Performance
Consulting

~

Certific.~n

Certificate earned

Provider

Professional in Human Resources
Human Resource
(PHR)
Certification
Senior Institute
606 N.
or
Washington St.
Professional in Human Resources
Trainer
International Board of
Certified Trainers
109 Knoxlyn Farms Dr.
Kennet Square, PA

Programs

How offered

Abbreviation

National
exam
PHR= $155,
SPHR= $285 Must have
Based on professional
and academic criteria,
seminars are conducted
on site of client

HRCI

IBCT

Page 1
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~

~

'~1uals

Name

Publisher

Personal
Decisions, Inc.
(PDI)
DDl's Interaction
Management
Tactics
Stategies for High DDI
Involvement
Leadership
Handbook of
Author: Philips,
Jack J.
Training.
Gulf Publishing,
Evaluation and

"Successful
Manager's
Handbook"
"Preparing Others
to Succeed"

Where available

pgs. 392-421 "Coach
and Develop Others"
contains avluable tips,
Facilitator guides and
instructional videos
available at RMC
CQ&PE at RMC
Headquarters (804) 2812745

~L3/96

Abbreviation

SMH

Preparing Others

Strategies

HTEM

Page 1
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Professi~. 'W Organizations

Name of Organization

American Compensation Association

Address

P.O. Box
29312
Phoenix, AZ 85038-

Telephone

Fax

Annual Cost

Specializes in

Abbreviation

602-951-9191

602-483-8352

$145.00

Education, Trainng and
ACA
Certification Programs,
Research Reports, Technical

212-490-7454

212-682-6851

$150.00

800-262-9699
or
800-225-321 5
800-360-8814

518-891$165.00for
0368
or 617- individual
923-1875
800-242-1492
Around $200.00

Training, Succession
Planning, and Executive
Development
Certification Programs,
Continuing Education Units
(CEU) Training Programs,
One day seminars

703-548-3440
TDD: 703-5486999
(813) 864-8213

836-0367

(703) 683-8100

(703) 683-8103

Society of Human Resource
Management
317 Madison Avenue,
Suite 1509;
New York, NY 10017
135 West 50th
American Management Association
Street New York, NY
10020-1201
2200 W. Parkway
Franklin Quest Co.
Blvd. Salt Lake City,
UT 84119
606 North Washington
Society for Human Resource
Alexandria,
Street;
Management
VA 22314-1997
Eckerd
Management Development Institute
St.
College
Petersburg, FL
Box
American Society for Training and
1443
Development
1640 King Street
International Society for Performance 1300 L Street N.W.
Suite 1250
Improvement
Washington, D.C.

Human Resource Planning Society

Ontario Society for Training and
Development

(202) 408-7969

110 Richmond St.
416-367-5900
East, Suite 206
Toronto, Ont, MSC 1P1

n/a

Page 1

$160 I
year
$285
I 2 yrs. $425/ 3
Seminars range
from $2300 to
$4600 for 3 or 6
$150/yr. for indiv.

Education, Information
Services; Conferences and
Seminars;
Leadership Development,
Foundations of Leadership &
Teamwork in.Action
Research, resource for
publications, conventions
and computer services
$125/yr. for indiv. Providing educational
materials to perofrmance
technologists in order to

$220 for first
year, $145 after
first year

Non-profit agency that
provides 1-day events in
Toronto area on trends in

HRPS

AMA

Frankiln

SHRM

MDI

ASTD

ISPI

OSTD-

/!"''

Resear21 ..,rganizations

Name
Corporate Leadership Council

Address
Advisory Board
Company
The
Watergate
600 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.

Telephone

Fax

202-672-5600

202-672-5700

910-288-7210

910-288-3999

Types of services
Research Studies & Surveys
Certification Programs
Training Programs /
Workshops

Abbreviation
CLC

Books, Journals,
Reports
Programs and
Seminars
Various
Instruments
Consulting Firm with
Research Studies and
Surveys that concentrate on
Compensation

CCL

Work in America

U. 5. Department of Labor

Center for Creative Leadership

One Leadership
Place

PO Box

26300
Hewitt Asasociates

Greensboro, NC 27438-6300
2100 RiverEdge Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30328

404-956-7777

Page 1

HEWITT

')
Seminars

Name of

The Certificate In Employee Benefits
Law Seminar ·,.

Manager As Coach

Provider
When offered
Institute for Applied Management Washington,
n/a
D.C. Nov. 11-15,
and law, Inc.
1996

4/23/96

Certification (if anv}

Abbreviation
IAML

.

Personnel Decisions International
(PDI)

Two day seminar

Manager As
Coach

International Quality &
Productivity
Center
150 Clove Road, P.O. Box 401
(SALT) Society for Applied
Learning Technology conferences

Call 1-800-8828684 or fax at
201-256-0205

IQPC

(703) 347-0055
call for more
information

SALT

Page 1

--------

Subject---ner

Name
Margaret Bowen

Telephone

Alan Stopka

(716) 248-3620

Lyn Barnes

(540) 297-2800

Tom Curran

(804) 744-4767

Dana Gaines and James C.
Robinson

Kim Craddock at
RMC (804) 2305287

Fax

Mail Location

10 Chatham
Woods
Pittsford, NY
Smith Mt. Lake
Pkwy.
Huddleston, VA
5104 West
Village Green
Dr., 102

Experts

Subject Matter Expert in:
Compensation Design and Theory

Has developed competency models
for Mobil, Allied Signal. Was
director for HR planning, triaining &
25 yrs. with GE managing HR in 8
businesses. Also, VP of Ericsson,
Inc. Has a great deal of experience
Developing a "Reynolds"
Manufacturing TRaining Model using
Bellwood Extrusion as a pilot/proof
"Training for Impact: How to Link
Training to Business Needs and
Measure Results" & "Performance
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Title

Provided bv

Articles

Where filed

Learning and
Education

How to access

Abbreviation

Vision of the Future: Role of Human
Resources in the New Corporate
Headquarters

Corporate Leadership
Council

"Upgrading the U.S. workplace: do
reorganization, education help?

Monthly Labor Review Libraries

Upgrading

"Success Abroad Depends on More Than
Job Skills"

Personnel Journal

Libraries

Personnel Success

Global Training Courses

Training and
Development

Libraries

Global Training

A Guide For Global Training

Training and
Development

Libraries

Guide for Global

Business Growth Driven By Staff
Development

Personnel Journal

Libraries

Business Growth
Driven .......

Differentiate Between Training, Education,
And Development

Personnel Journal

Libraries

Differences

Education Forms Common Bond

HR Magazine

Libraries

Managing Cultural
Diversity

call ----
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Vision

Human Resources Future Position Model
Position/Model Title:

HR\IR DIRECTOR

Draft Date:

9-22-95

This model anticipates what this work will look like in the future. It also assumes improvements in processes,
information systems, training, tools, changing roles, etc.
Included in this model are HR and IR Directors who serve specific business divisions, as well as corporate
directors for Industrial Relations, Development, Training and Education, and Compensation and Benefits.

I.

Future Performance Outputs with Anticipated Level of Accountability

Outputs

Level of
Accountability
(5=high)

Organization Design and Effectiveness
5
•
•
•
•

Implementation ofRMC Vision, Mission and Values
Implementation of culture\climate change required to
implement business plans
Effective organization structure design
Work redesign implemented in operations

HR Development
4
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity representation - targeted positions
Development plans in place for all managers
Implementation of staffing plans
Succession plan for all key positions
High potential bench depth and quality
Effective repatriation
Measurement of recruiting 'costs and effectiveness
Forecasts of workforce needs and variable staffing plans

continued on the next page

)

Level of
Accountability
(5=high)

Outputs

Education and Training
3
•
•
•
o

Training strategy
Effective needs analysis
Leadership effectiveness
Workforce skill requirements fully met

Compensation and Benefits
3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned employee retention
Planned employee attraction
Fairness and equity
Impact on business performance
Administrative effectiveness and cost
Effective recognition practices
Flexibility of programs

Employee Participation
3

•
•
•
•

Level of employee commitment and satisfaction
Business process improvement
Non-value added work elimination due to employee
ideas
Team effectiveness

Employee Relations

5
•
•
•
•
•

Issue resolution time\effectiveness
Employee\labor relations strategy
Negotiations strategy effectiveness
Alignment with company values
Flexibility of work and family practices

Communications

4
•
•
•

Communications plans and strategies
Employee knowledge
Civic participation

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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'

II.

Anticipated Time Allocation

Catalytic
Influence

=_2lli

Diagnostic
and
Analysis

=~

Innovate
Process, Sruct.
and Plans

=

20%

Assurance of
Standards

=_lli

Admin. and
Service

=_lli

ProblemSolving

=_llli

= 100%

III. Competencies -- How outputs will be achieved:
The levels of mastery as defined below are required in order for the incumbent to be fully effective in this role:
1.

FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCE:
Demonstrates know-how or behavior that fully meets today's expectations that Customers hold for most
people in human resources.

2.

IDGH COMPETENCE:
A clear item of strength for this person; know-how or behaviors clearly exceed today's customer
expectations.

3.

AUTHORITATIVE COMPETENCE:
Recognized by peers across the corporation as an authority or person of exceptional characteristics in the
competency. Sets standard for the corporation in this regard, and would likely be rated by external
professionals as expert in the field.

J.
HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
!=Functional

LevelofMastery

'

1

2

3

SECTION A: PERFORMANCE BEHAVIORS
Leadership and Influence
1.1
is able to articulate new norms and values for the future

2

1.2

provides input to develop business strategies

3

1.3

is able to influence the culture to value differences among
people

3

1.4

is able to gain broad consensus on strategies for change

3

1.5

develops and maintains positive relationships with people
from a variety of backgrounds

3

1.6

willing to commit one's self to a firm position on issues

3

1.7

demonstrates personal and business integrity

3

1.8

communicates simply and clearly

2

seeks consensus decisions in a team

2

I
1.10

C::,•,'tt.1.1.11

3

actively models, promotes and develops a culture aligned with
the Vision, Mission, and Values
2

has effective presentation skills

Diagnostics and Analysis
2.1
evaluates facts and situations objectively

3

recognizes customer and organizational needs

2

uses a variety of effective information and data-gathering
techniques

2

2.4

uses a variety of graphs, trend charts, statistical methods, or
other diagnostic tools to analyze organizational needs

2

2.5

is able to develop clear, meaningful conclusions from complex
information

2.2

uses analytical results to influence business decisions

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Level of Mastery

1

Process/Structure/Planning
3 .1
is able to adapt processes and methods to changing
organizational needs

3.0

3.2

t,_,\,-\\¥·3.3

4.0

2

2

3

demonstrates proactive behavior for continuous improvement
selects the right activities and/or issues to work on from a
range of competing alternatives

2

3.4

demonstrates innovative thinking in creating new practices and
methods

2

3.5

is able to tie HR strategies and tactics to specific business
objectives

2

3.6

seeks out and identifies alternative "best practices"

2

Assurance of Standards
coaches others effectively

,\,e1-,f\
4.1

'J\

3

recognizes when changed priorities require the reallocation of
resources and moves to meet the need

4.3

demonstrates an understanding of applicable policies

3

strives to assure equity of treatment

3

demonstrates high performance standards and measures
achievement

2

communicates performance standards and expectations to
individuals and teams

2

Administration and Service Support
5.1
performs multiple tasks in an efficient and effective manner
~

2

4.2

4.5

5.0

3

5.2

overcomes obstacles

5.3

meets commitments

2
2
3

Ct.
HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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J=Authoritative

l=High
l=Functional

Level of Mastery

1
5.4

pays attention to detail

2
2

5.5

demonstrates sensitivity to the needs of a diverse workforce

2

5.6

demonstrates a sensitivity to foreign norms and values

Problem-Solving
(._C\\\-5,6.1
uses a variety of problem-solving methods

3

1

6.0
· ·/

"f·":t1'"
v.l,v,

2

uses facts effectively to solve problems

2

helps _othersreach fair, workable solutions

2

6 ..4

maintains and enhances the self-esteem of others

2

6.5

listens and responds with empathy

2

6.6

encourages the involvement of others

2

6.7

identifies problems early to prevent conflict escalation

2

SECTION B: BUSINESS KNOW-HOW

7.0
General Business Knowledge
t::t·~ct·1.1
understands the goals and strategic plans of the company and
the applicable business units

,·\.'
,l

3

7 .2

has general knowledge of other functional areas, such as
finance, sales and marketing, law, and information technology

2

7.3

understands key financial performance indicators for the
business

2

7.4

understands economic, sodal and political trends which may
affect the business

2

7.5

understands labor costs and how to manage them

2

(t_
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J=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Level of Mastery

1
uses current technologies, including automated reporting,
information retrieval, and computer-aided modeling
techniques

8.0

7.7

knows and is able to communicate applicable laws and
regulations

7.8

understands basic plant layout and process flow

3

2

1

General Management Skills
8.1

recognizes competitive issues between global regions

2

coaches, provides feedback, and offers developmental
suggestions to individuals and teams

2

works with direct reports to create and implement their
developmental action plans

9.0

2
2

1

8.4

recognizes and rewards others' accomplishments

2

8.5

encourages the development of new ideas

2

8.6

is effective at planning, organizing, leading and assuring
project results

8. 7

effectively manages work unit within budget

3

2

Industry Knowledge
9 .1

keeps current on industry trends and general business
developments

2

9 .2

displays good external network and professional relationships
with other companies in the same industry

2

9 .3

recognizes what factors create competitive advantage for that
industry, labor market, and product market

2

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery

1

2

3

SECTION C: HR TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
10.0

Organizational Design and Effectiveness
10.1
develops plans which support change

vs~tt.$,•• 10.2
:•t~\"i"• ~i ,
'· ·v

2

evaluates organizational effectiveness

2

10.3

uses models and tools to design new organizational structures

2

10.4

identifies competencies required to implement business
strategies

2

10.5

understands how to create an organizational structure which
can adapt quickly to change

2

10.6

analyzes HR strategy requirements, based on business plans

2

10.7

establishes quality measures for HR

2

10.8

helps to design or develop the effectiveness of global teams
(World Business Teams)

\

11.0

M'. HR

~-a.tr

Development
11.1
develops and applies formal selection criteria using a variety
of methods

1

s+"-.fi11.2
11.3
I
r.P11
(};CJ.'i:
.
•4

11.5

2

analyzes strengths and weaknesses of current management
staffing

2

analyzes future workforce competency requirements

2

develops and implements current performance management
systems which meet specific business needs

2

can apply a variety of methods to generate internal candidates,
including succession planning, identification of high potential
and key employees, and job postings

2

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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J=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Level of Mastery

1
can apply a variety of methods to generate external candidates

11.7

knows how to comply with labor-contract requirements when
filling positions or reducing the workforce

2

11.8

is able to source qualified, diverse candidates for promotions
and advancements

2

11.9

is assertive in encouraging the organization to select qualified
diverse candidates

2

11.10 is able to effectively implement global assignment
selection\repatriation process

s+lf

2

understands processes and programs to guide the development
of high potential employees

2

-"\,c:,.in12.4
-\\(t'i{\

12.5

\ ,,.r,:(, 12.6

-'.

' ...

13.0

r,,,.,r0 _
·

'··

I

l ./

,

1

1

--ht1.ii\12.2 knows how to measure training results
12.3

3

1

11.11 can identify career pathing/experience alternatives to develop
key talent

12.0 Education and Training
_.\yt\,IV\•12.l can perform a competencies gap analysis for groups as well as
individuals

..\ (Ct in

2
2

11.6

conducts needs analsyis for new operation skills

1

develops long-term training curricula and plans

1

creates cost-effective training-delivery alternatives

1

matches training priorities with business needs

Total Compensation
13.1
knows how to apply a variety of wage systems and incentive
pay programs
knows how to implement total compensation programs in
order to achieve desired results

2

2

2

(t
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J=Authoritative
2=High
1=Functional

Levelof Mastery

1
understands compensation theory and programs
. ·... · \ . \\'-'?~13.4

\ ,, , · l !l , 13.5
r1 ~

I•

2
2

3

can design a compensation philosophy and accompanying
principles
can identify employee-related benefits cost-containment
solutions

3

1

2

13.6

understands how external market forces affect compensation
pay levels

13.7

can use computer-based compensation modeling to determine
cost impact of compensation changes

3

is able to recommend compensation program changes which
satisfy changing societal needs and governmental regulations

3

knows current and innovative job evaluation technology

3

provides effective consultation in performance management
systems

3

•,, ;6
C '\

. 13.10

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee Relations, and
Communications
14.1
can articulate a clear rationale for fairness

2

14.2

can develop and communicate negotiations strategies

2

14.3

can facilitate joint problem-solving sessions to resolve people
issues

2

14.4

understands how to administer the labor contract

2

14.5

can manage the grievance ·procedure process

2

ct , 14.6

analyzes current communications effectiveness

2

f\~/ 1:>n.
14.7

develops communications strategies and plans

2

establishes joint labor\management cooperative processes

2

14.8

,1ca-.\·;J
4.9

develops strategies for employee involvement

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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J=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

LevelofMastery

'

1

-\f~\\'\

can assess leadership styles and practices and recommend
changes

14.11

provides support and encouragement without removing
individual or team responsibility for action

14.12

is effective at motivating others to accept empowerment

2

champions continuous improvement concepts in all team
activities

2

is able to facilitate trust building among members of a team

2

is able to help develop the skills necessary to create, maintain,
and manage our diverse workforce more effectively

2

s\:Jf14.IS

15.0

2
2

14.10

3

1

Safety and Health
15.4

knows how Employee Assistance processes and programs
function

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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IV.

Required Experiences/Education
Experiences:
The following experiences are either beneficial (B) or required (R) for candidates for the
referenced position.

R

HR responsibility

R

HR Manager responsibility

B

Management responsibility (in any function) at a manufacturing site

R

HR responsibility at a manufacturing site

R

Assignments in more than one division or location

B

Corporate staff assignment

R

Responsibility for managing managers

B

Non-United States assignment.

R

Willingness to relocate

R

Willingness to accept a temporary assignment

Education:
Required: __
Beneficial: __

HR\IR DIRECTOR Position Model
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Human Resources Future Position Model

Position/Model Title: _____
C;a;;_O"""-R=-=-=--PO~RA=-=-=T-=E::....raS""'""P--=E::
__
T___ Draft Date:
9-22-95
This model anticipates what this work will look like in the future. It also assumes improvements in processes,
information systems, training, tools, changing roles, etc.
Included in this model are managers and department heads from corporate departments such as Leaming and
Education, Equal Opportunity Affairs, Industrial Security and Compensation and Benefits.

I.

Future Performance Outputs (Anticipated Level of Accountability varies by
specialty)

Outputs
General
•
•
•
•

Implementation of RMC Vision, Mission and Values
Implementation of culture\climate change required to
implement business plans
Elimination of non-value added work
Reflect best practices utilizing external benchmark data

Development and Education
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training strategy and curriculum effectiveness
Design effectiveness
Needs assessment
Succession plans
Identification of high potential and key backup
employees
Developmental plans
Leadership effectiveness
Development of trainers

continued on the next page

f

Outputs
Compensation and Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attainment of planned attractive and retention rates
Cost effectiveness\containment of total compensation
costs
Compensation systems which achieve business
objectives
Employee satisfaction with benefit
design\mix\administration
Alignment of plan design with business needs
Fairness\equity in compensation and benefits application

Industrial Security
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident investigation
Prevention Programs
Physical plant security
Security communications
Employee awareness of security programs
Community involvement

Equal Opportunity Affairs
•
•
•
•
•

Climate of diversity
Governmental audit results
Employee satisfaction with fairness of EOA program
implementation
Diversity initiative design
Communications effectiveness of EOA messages

l
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Anticipated Time Allocation*

Catalytic
Influence

=_%

Diagnostic
and
Analysis

=__%

Innovate
Process, Sruct.
and Plans

=__%

Assurance of
Standards

=__%

Admin. and
Service

=__%

ProblemSolving

=__%

= 100%

*Varies by specialty.

III. Competencies -- How outputs will be achieved:
The levels of mastery as defined below are required in order for the incumbent to be fully effective in this _role:

1.

FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCE:
Demonstrates know-how or behavior that fully meets today's expectations that customers hold for most
people in human resources.

2.

IDGH COMPETENCE: ·
A clear item of strength for this person; know-how or behaviors clearly exceed today's customer
expectations.

3.

AUTHORITATIVE COMPETENCE:
Recognized by peers across the corporation as an authority or person of exceptional characteristics in the
competency. Sets standard for the corporation in this regard, and would likely be rated by external
professionals as expert in the field.

CORPORA TE SPECIALIST Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery
1

2

3

SECTION A: PERFORMANCE BEHAVIORS

1.0

f
\~

2.0

Leadership and Influence
1.1
is able to articulate new norms and values for the future

1
1

1.2

provides input to develop business strategies

1.3

is able to influence the culture to value differences among
people

2

1.4

is able to gain broad consensus on strategies for change

2

1.5

develops and maintains positive relationships with people
from a variety of backgrounds

2

1.6

willing to commit one's self to a firm position on issues

2

1.7

demonstrates personal and business integrity

3

1.8

communicates simply and clearly

3

1.9

seeks consensus decisions in a team

2

1.10

actively models, promotes and develops a culture aligned with
the Vision, Mission, and Values

2

1.11

has effective presentation skills

3

Diagnostics and Analysis
2.1
evaluates facts and situations objectively

2

2.2

recognizes customer and organizational needs

2

2.3

uses a variety of effective information and data-gathering
techniques

3

2.4

uses a variety of graphs, trend charts, statistical methods, or
other diagnostic tools to analyze organizational needs

3

r.
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery
1

3.0

r

2.5

is able to develop clear, meaningful conclusions from complex
information

2.6

uses analytical results to influence business decisions

2
2

3

2

Process/Structure/Planning
3 .1
is able to adapt processes and methods to changing
organizational needs

2

3 .2

demonstrates proactive behavior for continuous improvement

2

3 .3

selects the right activities and/or issues to work on from a
range of competing alternatives

2

3 .4

demonstrates innovative thinking in creating new practices and
methods

2

3 .5

is able to tie HR strategies and tactics to specific business
objectives

2

3.6

seeks out and identifies alternative "best practices"

2

,

4.0

Assurance of Standards
4.1
coaches others effectively

1

4.2

recognizes when changed priorities require the reallocation of
resources and moves to meet the need

2

4.3

demonstrates an understanding of applicable policies

2

4.4

strives to assure equity of treatment

4.5

demonstrates high performance standards and measures
achievement

2

4.6

communicates performance standards and expectations to
individuals and teams

2

3

L
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l=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Level of Mastery

I

5.0

6.0

,.

2

Administration and Service Support
5.1
performs multiple tasks in an efficient and effective manner

2

5.2

overcomes obstacles

2

5.3

meets commitments

2

5.4

pays attention to detail

2

5.5

demonstrates sensitivity to the needs of a diverse workforce

2

Problem-Solving
6.1
uses a variety of problem-solving methods

3

1

6.2

uses facts effectively to solve problems

2

6.3

helps others reach fair, workable solutions

2

6 ..4

maintains and enhances the self-esteem of others

6.5

listens and responds with empathy

6.6

encourages the involvement of others

1

6. 7

identifies problems early to prevent conflict escalation

1

1

2

SECTION B: BUSINESS KNOW-HOW
7.0

General Business Knowledge
7 .1
understands the goals and strategic plans of the company and
the applicable business units

1

7 .3

1

understands key financial performance indicators for the
business

[
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J=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery

8.0

r

9.0

1
1

2

7.4

understands economic, social and political trends which may
affect the business

7.5

understands labor costs and how to manage them

7.6

uses current technologies, including automated reporting,
information retrieval, and computer-aided modeling
techniques

2

7.7

knows and is able to communicate applicable laws and
regulations

2

1

General Management Skills
8.2
coaches, provides feedback, and offers developmental
suggestions to individuals and teams

2

8.3

works with direct reports to create and implement their
developmental action plans

1

8.4

recognizes and rewards others' accomplishments

1

8.5

encourages the development of new ideas

8.6

is effective at planning, organizing, leading and assuring
project results

1

8.7

Effectively manages work unit within budget

1

2

Industry Knowledge
9 .1
keeps current on industry trends and general business
developments

2

9 .2

displays good external network and professional relationships
with other companies in the same industry

2

9 .3

recognizes what factors create competitive advantage for that
industry, labor market, and product market

2

CORPORATE SPECIALIST Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery
1

2

3

SECTION C: HR TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW

10.0

11.0

Organizational Design and Effectiveness
10.1 develops plans which support change

2

10.6

analyzes HR strategy requirements, based on business plans

10.7

establishes quality measures for HR

1
2

HR Development
11.2 analyzes strengths and weaknesses of current management
staffing

2

11.3

analyzes future workforce competency requirements

2

11.4

develops and implements current performance management
systems which meet specific business needs

2

11.5

can apply a variety of methods to generate internal candidates,
including succession planning, identification of high potential
and key employees, and job postings

11.8

is able to source qualified, diverse candidates for promotions
and advancements

11.9

is assertive in encouraging the organization to select qualified
diverse candidates

3

11.11 can identify career pathing/experience alternatives to develop
key talent

3

11.12 understands processes and programs to guide the development
of high potential employees

3

CORPORATE SPECIALIST Position Model
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3=Authoritative
l=High
1=Functional

Levelof Mastery
1

12.0

13.0

'

2

Education and Training
12.1 can perform a competencies gap analysis for groups as well as
individuals

3

12.2

knows how to measure training results

3

12.3

conducts needs analsyis for new operation skills

2

12.4

develops long-term training curricula and plans

2

12.5

creates cost-effective training-delivery alternatives

2

12.6

matches training priorities with business needs

2

Total Compensation
13.1 knows how to apply a variety of wage systems and incentive
pay programs

3

2

13.2

knows how to implement total compensation programs in
order to achieve desired results

13.3

understands compensation ·theory and programs

13.4

can design a compensation philosophy and accompanying
principles

13.5

can identify employee-related benefits cost-containment
solutions

3

13.6

understands how external market forces affect compensation
pay levels

3

13.7

can use computer-based compensation modeling to determine
cost impact of compensation changes

3

13.8

is able to recommend compensation program changes which
satisfy changing societal needs and governmental regulations

3
2

2

3

13.9 knows current and innovative job evaluation technology

L

3

13.10 provides effective consultation in performance management
systems

CORPORA TE SPECIALIST Position Model
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3=Authoritative
2=High
l=Functional

Levelof Mastery

. lt,

l

1

14.0

Employee Participation, Employee Relations, and
Communications
14.1 can articulate a clear rationale for fairness

1

can facilitate joint problem-solving sessions to resolve people
issues

14.6

analyzes current communications effectiveness

2

14.7

develops communications strategies and plans

2

14.8

establishes joint labor\management cooperative processes

2

14.11 provides support and encouragement without removing
individual or team responsibility for action

1

14.12 is effective at motivating others to accept empowerment

1

14.13 champions continuous improvement concepts in all team
activities

1

14.14 is able to facilitate trust building among members of a team

1
2

Safety and Health
15.1 provides leadership to facilitate safety, health, and security
strategies

2

15.4

knows how Employee Assistance processes and programs
function

2

15.5

is knowledgeable about wellness programs

2

CORPORATE SPECIALIST Position Model
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14.3

14.15 is able to help develop the skills necessary to create, maintain,
and manage our diverse workforce more effectively

15.0

2

Reynolds Metals Company

IV.

Required Experiences/Education

)

Experiences*:
The following experiences are either beneficial (B) or required (R) for candidates for the
referenced position.

HR responsibility
Management responsibility (in any function) at a manufacturing site
HR responsibility at a manufacturing site
Assignments in more than one division or location
Corporate staff assignment
Responsibility for managing managers
Non-United States assignment.
Willingness to relocate
Willingness to accept a temporary assignment

*Varies by specialty.

Education:
Required: __ .....,D=-e::::.;;g;o:.r=ee"-='or,_,s....,ip,gn=i=fi=ca=n
....
t~e:.::iq,=u
.....
iv.....
a"""le=n-"-t
=ex..,.p...,.e=ri=e
.....
nc=e,.__
_____
_
Beneficial: __ ....,A=n,.._y
.....
s,F-pe=c=ifi
....
1c~H=R"'-'s=k=il..._l
.,.,en=h=a=n=c=em=en=t'-'tr=a=in=i=n'°g
______
_
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***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Franklin Quest Co.

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number:

Brief Description:

2200 West Parkway Boulevard
Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
Telephone: 1-800-360-8814
FAX: 1-800-242-1492

The world leader in personal productivity training .... the
TimeQuest seminar and the Franklin Day Planner system will lead
individuals to a greater sense of achievement, confidence, and peace
of mind.

Type of Opportunity:

Seminars

Possible Competency/KSA Matches:

Other:

fq.doc

Organization
Planning
Self-Assessment

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Corporate Leadership Council

Type of Resource: Professional Research Organization

Address/Phone Number: Advisory Board Company
The Watergate
600 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 2003 7
Telephone: 202-672-5600 FAX: 202-672-5700
Brief Description: Provide expanded library of published research for over 400 of the
world's premier corporations.

Type of Opportunity: Research Studies and Surveys
Certification Programs
Training Programs / Workshops, etc.

Possible Competancy/KSA Matches: Benefits, Compensation, Competencies / Skills,
Creative / Critical Thinking, Customer Service, Dispute I Conflict Resolution, Employee
Relations / Communication, Executive Development, Gender, Diversity and Racial Issues,
Healthcare, Leadership, Management Issues and Tools, Organizational Devfelopment and
Structure, Pensions, Retirement, Peformance Appraissal, Management, Evaluation, Policy,
Law, Safety, Self-Development, Team Building, Training, Unions, and Workforce
Planning.
Other:

de.doc

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Center for Creative Leadership

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number:

Brief Description:

One Leadership Place
PO Box 26300
Greensboro, North Carolina 27438-6300
Telephone: 910-288-7210
FAX: 910-288-3999

Center looks to encourage and develop creative leadership and
effective management across a broad range of organizations and
groups, both public and private. They accomplish this through
research,. training and publication.

Type of Opportunity:

Published Materials Including Books, Journals, and Reports
Instruments and Training Materials
Programs and Seminars

Possible Competency/KSA Matches:

Other:

eel.doc

Leadership and Influence
General Management Skills
Organizational Design and Effectiveness
Training and Education

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Hewitt Associates

Type of Resource: Consulting Group

Address/Phone Number: 2100 RiverEdge Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30328
(404) 956- 7777

Brief Description: An international firm of consultants and actuaries specializing in the
design, financing, communication, and administration of employee
benefit and compensation programs.

Type of Opportunity:Research Studies and Surveys

Possible Competency/KSA Matches: Total Compensation (13)

Other:

hewitt.doc

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: The Human Resource Planning Society

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number: 317 Madison Avenue., Suite 1509
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212-682-6851
FAX:212-682-6851
Brief Description:

A unique association of human resource professionals committed to_
improving organizational performance by creating a global network
individuals who function as business partners in the application of
strategic human resource management practices.

Type of Opportunity: Workshops and Seminars

Possible Competency/KSA Matches:

Other:

hrps.doc

Training
Succession Planning
Executive Development

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Institute for Applied Management and Law, Inc.

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number:

Brief Description:

Suite 1060
610 Newport Center Drive
Newport Beach, California 92660
Telephone: 714-760-7454
FAX: 714-760-8192

Produces practically-oriented seminars, materials and videotapes for
professionals requiring timely and accurate information in
employment law; employee benefits law, health and safety law; and
human resources management.

Type of Opportunity:

Seminars
In-House Training Programs
Videotapes
ADR Workshops

Possible Competency/KSA Matches:

Other:

iaml.doc

Employee Relations Law
Safety and Health Law
Employment Law

***INFORMATION SOURCE***

Name: Society for Human Resouce Management

Type of Resource: Professional Organization

Address/Phone Number: 606 North Washington Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-1997
(703) 548-3440 FAX: 836-0367
TDD:(703) 548-6999 TELEX: 6503902491
Brief Description: Provides educational and information services, conferences and
seminars, governments and media representation, and publications
that equip human resource professionals to become leaders and
decision makers within their organizations.
Type of Opportunity: Books .
Videos
Certification Study Guides
Research Studies/Surveys
Possible Competency/KSA Matches: Benefits/Compensation
Employee Relations/Communications
Employment Practices/ Hiring Practices and
Staffing
International Human Resources
Policy Manuals and Handbooks
Professional Practices
Other:

shnn.doc

HR TRAINING:

4. 1: coaches others effectively

4. 6: communicates performance standards to individuals and teams

12.1: can perform a competencies gap analysis for groups as well as individuals
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12.4: develops long-term training curricula and plans

12.5: creates cost-effective training-delivery alternatives

12.6: matches training priorities with business needs
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***NEW PUBLICATIONS***

Source:~

newpubli.doc

